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Nomenclature
Rails: The aluminum structure that runs the length of the rear suspension which
supports the weight of the load above.
Hyfax: A lubricious molded plastic piece that is formed to the bottom of the rails.
Guide Wheel: A molded wheel with rubber formed to it that rides on the inner
surface of the rubber track.
Track Rods: The track rods are made of a composite material and are molded
inside the rubber of the track. They run the width of the track.
Track Pitch: The track pitch is the measurement of the repeating portion of the
track.
FLB: Front left bolt that connects the rear suspension to the tunnel of the
snowmobile.
FRB: Front right bolt that connects the rear suspension to the tunnel of the
snowmobile.
BLB: Back left bolt that connects the rear suspension to the tunnel of the
snowmobile.
BRB: Back right bolt that connects the rear suspension to the tunnel of the
snowmobile.
SL: The point on the body closest to the left side of the shaft.
SR: The point on the body closest to the right side of the shaft.
SAE: Society of Automotive Engineers
ISO: International Organization for Standardization
CVT: Continuous Variable Transmission
Orders: Harmonics of rotational speed
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Frequency: the rate that something occurs or is repeated over a particular period
of time
Transfer Path: Mechanism that transmits energy between the source and the
receiver
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Abstract
Today’s snowmobile industry faces great challenges in the field of noise &
vibration. The area of main concern is the pass-by noise restriction defined by
the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) test standard J192, with a maximum
sound pressure level of 78 dB(A) being required by many states and national
parks. To continue meet or beat this requirement without effecting machine
performance, a deeper understanding of the sound transfer paths is required.
This thesis examines the transfer paths created by the tunnel, rear suspension,
drive shaft, and rubber composite track, with the primary source being
suspension input through the ground. Using a combination of field experiments
and analytical modeling, perspective was gained on which suspension and drive
elements create the primary transfer paths. With further understanding of these
paths, industry can tailor and fine-tune the approaches taken in to control overall
noise output.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Snowmobile consumers are expecting manufacturers to continue to produce a
product that meets their expectations in multiple areas including comfort, noise
and quality while maintaining or improving performance. In this chapter the
background of noise problems within the snowmobiling industry and how it
pertains to the specific project within this thesis will be discussed. The remainder
of the chapter will outline a summary of the sponsors concerns for the provided
model of snowmobile as well as the process used to solve the problem.

1.1 Problem Background
Both consumers and government agencies are pressing the snowmobile industry
to gain a better understanding of sound and vibration within their product. The
consumer is concerned with riding comfort and expected performance. In
addition to meeting the demands of the consumers, manufacturers are
increasingly being tasked with meeting the demands of governing bodies in
various parts of the globe in areas such as exhaust emissions and noise
generation2. These entities are concerned with noise pollution in state parks and
residential areas. Some solutions implemented to control sources of noise and
vibration to meet these standards could come at a cost to the consumer who
expects the quick acceleration they’ve come to enjoy amongst other factors. In
order to meet these needs a better understanding of how vibration travels
through the machine to the driver interfaces is growing.
In order to know that snowmobiles being released to market are meeting similar
noise standards each manufacturer has to perform its own noise testing. To help
regulate test methods of multiple manufacturers, organizations including the
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) and the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) have developed and published testing standards which are
17

enforced in the United States and around the world3. The pass-by test method
used to measure the exterior noise of snowmobiles is SAE J192 which was first
published in 19708. Because each snowmobile manufacturer has different
environmental conditions in which they perform their sound testing, this standard
has helped to provide as much consistency as possible between testing
locations.
After passing the required noise standards the manufacturers attempt to meet
the needs of a variety of consumers. The consumer chooses a snowmobile
platform based upon the desired application and riding style. An example would
be a rider choosing a longer track length with longer lugs for better traction in
powder snow conditions versus a rider choosing shorter track length and shorter
lugs for increased surface area on packed groomed trails2. Those who ride off
trail in loose powder might not have concerns with excessive noise when driving
45 to 50 mph. However, this same machine could possibly be driven on groomed
trails for weekend long vacations and this noise could become agitating. This
variation demonstrates the need to understand the snowmobile’s intended
demographic before deciding which noises are concerns and which are not.

1.2 Problem Summary
The provided snowmobile appeals to consumers looking for longer rides on
groomed snowmobile trails. As such, this snowmobile will face a more critical
customer from a noise and vibration standpoint. Figure 1 shows one of the
snowmobiles provided by the sponsor on a groomed snowmobile trail. The
technical specifications of this specific model of snowmobile can be found in
Table 1.
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Figure 1: One of the Test Snowmobiles Provided by the Sponsor
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Table 1: Technical Specification for the Snowmobile Provided by the Sponsor

Category

Specification

Model Type

Touring

Engine Types

Horizontal In-Line/4-stroke

Cylinders

3

Valve Configuration

Double Over Head Camshaft

Starter

Electric

Length

10.28 feet

Width

48.2 inches

Height

52.4 inches

Ski Stance

42.7 inches

Dry Weight

645 lbs

Fuel Capacity

10.4 gallons

Track Length

144 inches

Track Width

15 inches

Lug Height

1.25 inches

Using a combination of consumer feedback and experimental data, the sponsor
provided three speeds of concern which can be found in Table 2. Also contained
in Table 2 are experimentally found frequencies using microphones in the driver’s
helmet during operation. It is theorized that these frequencies were caused by
drive

train

and

suspension

components

based

on

data

taken

from

accelerometers placed on suspension mounting bolts.
Furthermore the sponsor laid out a general frequency range from 0 Hz to 500 Hz.
This range was used for all data acquisition for this thesis.
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Table 2: Audible frequencies and speeds of interest

Audible Frequencies of Interest

Snowmobile Ground Speeds

140 Hz

20 mph

225 Hz

35 mph

315 Hz

50 mph

Information about noise and vibration within the snowmobile cannot be
understood without understanding the snowmobiles geometry. All snowmobiles
have similar components that contribute to the noise levels heard by the driver
including the composite track, continuous variable transmission (CVT) clutch and
chassis1. Figure 2 shows a side photograph that calls out common components
using general snowmobile terminology.

Steering Column
Seat
Tunnel
Track
Ski

Running Board

Guide Wheel

Center Shock Absorber
Hyfax

Rail

Figure 2: Common component locations and terminology of a snowmobile
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Each of these mechanical systems contains structural paths that energy can
travel along in the form of vibration from the source to the receiver4. When a
particular receiver location experiences unwanted responses in the form of noise
or vibration it can lead to discomfort while operating the snowmobile.
By understanding how the energy sound and vibration reaches the receiver
points during operation at the given speeds, the sponsor will be able to work
towards effectively designing a system that reduces the effects of or attenuates
energy from the sources.

1.3 Problem Approach
A common approach to solving noise and vibration problems in industry is the
transfer path analysis (TPA) method. TPA can be expressed by Equation 1.0.
This technique breaks down contributions from internal or external load paths in
order to figure out which paths are more sensitive than others. The higher the
contribution through a specific path the more sensitive it is classified.
{ܺ(߱)} = [})߱(ܨ{])߱(ܪ

Equation 1.0

Where:

ܺ(߱)݅ݐݑݐݑ ݂ ݎݐܿ݁ݒ ܽ ݏܽ ݀݁ݏݏ݁ݎݔ݁ ݎ݁ݒܴ݅ܿ݁ ݄݁ݐ ݏ
݄ݐܽܲ ݄݁ݐ ݏ݅)߱(ܪ: ݔ݅ݎݐܽ݉ ܽ ݏܽ ݀݁ݏݏ݁ݎݔ݁ ݕ݈݈ܽܿ݅ݕݐ
݁ܿݎݑܵ ݄݁ݐ ݏ݅)߱(ܨ: ݏݐݑ݊݅ ݂ ݎݐܿ݁ݒ ܽ ݏܽ ݀݁ݏݏ݁ݎݔ݁ ݕ݈݈ܽܿ݅ݕݐ
The receiver represents how motion or sound pressure is observed and is also
referred to as the output of a given system. The source is primarily a qualitative
description of the force entering a system4. The path is any mechanism by which
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the energy travels form the source to the receiver. This can include vibration or
acoustic responses depending on the system of interest 4. Examples of identified
TPA components as they relate to the provided snowmobile are identified in
Table 3.
Table 3: Possible sources, paths and receivers identified for the snowmobile

Possible Sources
x Road Profile
x Engine Operation
x Track Engagement
Through Driveshaft

Possible Paths
x Structure of the rear
Suspension and Chassis

Possible Receivers
x Driver’s Seat (Vibration)
x Driver’s Ear (Sound
Pressure)

x Air
x Steering Column

x Driver’s Handle Grips
(Vibration)

Traditionally TPAs are performed by finding two of the unknowns experimentally
and then using numerical method to solve for the third unknown. Analytical TPAs
are becoming more popular due to their ability to simulate factors difficult to
measure such as force inputs within a bushing.

1.3.1 Structural Paths from the Rear Suspension to the Chassis
There are six locations that makeup the structure borne paths connecting the
rear suspension to the chassis. Four of the six paths are formed by the four
mounting bolts that attach the mechanisms in the rear suspension to the solid
chassis. The final two are formed by each end of the drive shaft. Figure 4 shows
the locations of the mounting bolts and their point identification (ID) names.
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SL

FL
BL

Figure 3: Locations of the mounting bolts that connect the rear suspension to the chassis
on the left side of the snowmobile

The front left bolt (FLB) and front right bolt (FRB) are exposed on the tunnel
surface and located approximately four inches from the running board the driver’s
foot rides on during operation. The back left bolts (BLB) and back right bolts
(BRB) are exposed below the running board. All four locations were instrumented
with tri-axial accelerometers while acquiring operational data.
Two additional interfaces that energy can transfer through during operation are
the left and right sides of the driveshaft. The connection point between the right
side of the driveshaft and the chassis was labeled shaft right (SR). The location
on the left side was labeled to as shaft left (SL). These locations were also
instrumented with tri-axial accelerometers for data acquisition as needed.
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1.3.2 Structural Paths within the Rear Suspension
Guide wheels are the portion of the suspension that supports the load of the sled
along with the hyfax that protects the bottom of the rails. These wheels make up
a portion of the path that energy travels through from the ground to the receiver
points at the steer column, seat and running boards. The wheels see the force
from the ground surface as well as the input from each embedded fiberglass
stiffener rod that passes while the track turns during operation. Having a better
understanding of which wheels in the system contain more sensitive paths than
others would be crucial in material selection and designing wheel placement.
The provided snowmobile suspension contained 15 guide wheels, one damper
and one damper and spring combination as seen in Figure 4.

Front Shock
Absorber

Rear Shock Absorber

Figure 4: Suspension off of the provided snowmobile
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Upon an initial roving of the hammer the front shock absorber spring was noted
to ring for an extended period of time. Testing whether or not controlling this
ringing would affect the frequencies of interest was carried out in the first round
of experimental testing.
In addition to the guide wheels, shock absorbers and structural paths to the
chassis are the paths from the fiberglass stiffener rods to the guide wheels. A
major component of the rear suspension is the composite track. The track
contacts each guide wheel and the rails continuously during operation making it a
possible path for energy to reach the suspension mounting bolts. Due to the
great amount of surface area in contact with the track the guide wheel placement
stands to play a critical role in providing structural path for energy to reach the
seat, handlebars, and tunnel or for sound to become airborne during operation.
Rubber snowmobile tracks contain fiberglass stiffener rods that are molded into
the rubber which run perpendicular the face of the guide wheels. There is one
rod once every track pitch. The track pitch varies from one manufacturer to the
next. For this project the control snowmobile’s track pitch was 2.52 inches. Figure
5 shows the direction three of the rods run with respect to the track’s length.
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Figure 5: Picture of the snowmobile track identifying three of the fiberglass stiffener rods
molding under the rubber in the track by the yellow dotted lines

This solid rod passes under each guide wheel while the snowmobile is in
operation. This provides a structural path for energy to transmit into the rear
suspension and travel to the receiver paths. The event will occur at various
frequencies based upon the ground speed the snowmobile is traveling. Equation
2.0, 2.1 and 2.2 show the calculations of the drive shaft engagement frequencies
for 20 MPH, 35 MPH and 50 MPH:
 
 ࢎ࢘
ૡ ࢌ࢚   ࢇࢉ࢚࢙
࢞
࢞
࢞
࢞
 ࢎ࢘
 ࢙
 
 ࢌ࢚
. 

= 

ࢇࢉ࢚࢙
࢙ࢋࢉ

=  ࡴࢠ

Equation 2.0
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 ࢌ࢚
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= 

ࢇࢉ࢚࢙
࢙ࢋࢉ

=  ࡴࢠ

Equation 2.1

 
 ࢎ࢘
ૡ ࢌ࢚   ࢇࢉ࢚࢙
࢞
࢞
࢞
࢞
 ࢎ࢘
 ࢙
 
 ࢌ࢚
. 

= 

ࢇࢉ࢚࢙
࢙ࢋࢉ

=  ࡴࢠ

Equation 2.2

Using 50 MPH as an example the calculation demonstrates that at 50 MPH each
guide wheel sees 315 rods every second. The current guide wheel set up
contained fourteen guide wheels which were all in paired sets lining up straight
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across from one another. The wheel on the right would, as a result, pass over the
same fiberglass rod as the wheel on the left simultaneously. To verify the
relationships between these equations and the track frequencies operating data
was required to learn if the guide wheel placement contributed to the overall
response at the receiver locations.
This project was approached using both experimental and analytical methods.
The following sections outline the process followed through each phase of the
project.

1.3.3 Phase 1: Measuring Frequency Response Functions
To begin to gain a general understanding of the snowmobile and how energy
traveled through various rear suspension components, frequency response
functions were measured while the snowmobile sat at rest on a concrete floor.
During this first phase of the experimental approach two areas were found to be
amplifying vibration. The first was the center coil which surrounds the front shock.
The second was the thin aluminum side wall, called the tunnel. More details
about this experiment will be discussed in Chapter 2.

1.3.4 Phase 2: Acquiring Operating Data
The next phase of the experimental approach was to acquire operating data.
Each trial included accelerometers and microphones at consistent locations
throughout each test set.
The first round of testing verified the need for conducting follow up rounds that
included capturing drive shaft rotational speed allowing for order based
processing of the data. Following a variety of testing the drive shaft, track pitch
and upper guide wheel diameter were found to have a noticeable effect on the
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response heard by the driver at two of the speeds of concern. Chapter 3 contains
the details and results of the operating data.

1.3.5 Phase 3: Analytical Transfer Path Analysis
The final phase of the project was to use an analytical approach to attempt to
make path identification quick and cost efficient. Instead of building a complex
multi-body model an abbreviated model was created. The model included only
the mechanical components in the rear suspension and a simulated track serving
as the ground the suspension rode on. Using this abbreviated model, a method
to run an analytical transfer path analysis (TPA) was attempted.
LMS Virtual.Lab software was used to solve for the solution of ܺ(߱) using
experimentally acquired impedances  )߱(ܪand analytically derived forces )߱(ܨ.
This process will be described in more detail in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2:

Phase 1 Measuring Frequency Response

Functions
To begin to test the path sensitivities of each wheel and its path through the rear
suspension, frequency response functions (FRFs) were measured using an
impact hammer, a microphone and thirteen accelerometers. Initial hammer
roving found the front suspension coil’s response to take a few seconds to
completely die out. The location of this coil with respect to the thin wall of the
running boards and tunnels led to investigation of this suspension component.

2.1 Experimental Set Up
The snowmobile was tested on a concrete surface in colder temperature
conditions between 15 and 20 degrees Fahrenheit. The response locations can
be seen in Figure 6. The nine impact locations can be seen in Figure 7. Please
note that only the right side of the sled was tested because it was assumed that
the system was symmetrical.

Accelerometer and
microphone locations

Figure 6: Response locations to characterize path sensitivities of the guide wheels
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Seven Guide Wheel
Impact Locations

Figure 7: Impact locations to characterize path sensitivities of the guide wheels

Due to a noticeable ringing of the center suspension coil it was hypothesized that
it would have an effect on paths within the system. Other models of snowmobiles
within the sponsor’s product line contained a tight rubber boot that was fit over
this center coil to add mass and damping to reduce the ringing amplitude and
duration. In order to test the effects a similar boot being added, each guide wheel
was impacted for two different cases. In the first case, the suspension coil was
left exposed in the state the snowmobile is sold to consumers. In the second
case the coil was taped tightly using duct tape to replicate the effects of adding a
rubber boot.
A ¼ inch microphone was located two feet from guide wheel six and
approximately six inches from the ground to capture the acoustic response
leaving the components in the suspension during each impact. Measuring the
airborne noise was important in order to capture what energy could be traveling
through the air to reach the drivers ears during operation.

2.1.1 Identifying Sensitive Paths
Wheel seven had the shortest, most direct path, to the center coil. The shaft of
this wheel connects the rails and bottom portion of the front coil creating a direct
structural path. This guide wheel’s position is located inside of the rails and is the
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first set of wheels to experience ground impacts from an uneven trail. Figure 8
shows a comparison between the microphone and the top of wheel seven when
the coil was taped and not taped.
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FRF microphone:1/w heel:7:-Z (A) TW 7 top
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32.43

27.71
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315.00
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Figure 8: FRF comparison between the impact at the top of wheel seven and the
microphone for the taped and un-taped coils

A difference of 4.7 dBA, 3.2 dBA and 5.9 dBA was found for the frequencies of
140 Hz, 225 Hz and 315 Hz respectively while comparing the effects of taping
the coil. At 315 Hz difference in acoustic response shows this frequency is the
most sensitive to the effects of the ringing coil. This observation led the sponsor
to fit this model of snowmobile with a rubber boot that acted similar to the effects
of tightly taping the coil.
To better quantify the energy traveling through the mounting bolts at the front
right bolt (FRB) and back right bolt (BRB), the FRFs were compared between all
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seven guide wheels and these locations. Figure 9 shows the FRFs between the
FRB and the seven guide wheel impact locations.
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Figure 9: FRFs between all seven guide wheel locations and the FRB for the case of the
taped coil

Figure 9 indicates wheel six had the largest response at both the 225 Hz and 315
Hz frequency. Wheel six has the shortest structural path from the impact location
to the FRB as seen in Figure 10. This demonstrates that this path could be one
of the primary paths from the source to the receiver locations.
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FRB
Location

Wheel 6

Figure 10: Sensitive path from wheel six to the front right bolt location

Figure 11 shows the FRFs between the BRB and the seven guide wheel impact
locations. Unlike the FRFs between the guide wheels and the FRB location, more
than one structural path was identified. Wheel 1, 2 and 3 were all found to have
sensitive structural paths leading to the rear mounting bolt location.
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Figure 11: FRFs between all seven guide wheel locations and the BRB for the taped coil.

Wheel two was shown to have the most sensitive path to the BRB for the majority
of the frequency range of interest as seen in Figure 12. Around the 315 Hz
frequency of interest wheel three begins to dominate.
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Wheel 3

BRB
Location

Wheel 1

Wheel 2

Figure 12: Sensitive path from wheel one, two and three to the back right bolt location

2.2 Key Findings from Phase 1
Phase one identified sensitive paths to the front and rear mounting bolts, verified
contribution from the ringing of the suspension coil to the response heard around
315 Hz and verified that the tunnel is capable of amplifying energy that travels
through it. This means the tunnel is likely receiving energy from one of the
mounting bolt locations and playing it like a speaker to the driver during
operation. Any road or track input to the rear suspension is likely to take one of
the four sensitive paths highlighted in Figures 10 and 12.
By understanding these sensitivities, future modifications can be made to the
rear suspension by adding bushings for damping in the system, changing the
material composition of the guide wheels or modifying the location of the guide
wheel and shafts. No engineering changes were pursued upon completion of this
phase accept for the addition of the rubber boot to the suspension coil. The
tightly taped coil produced a desirable result in the amplitude and duration of the
ringing heard.
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Chapter 3: Phase 2 Acquiring Operating Data
Responses found under static conditions may not show up while the machine is
in operation requiring further data acquisition while the machine is in use. Drive
shaft engagement and contribution of the stiffener rods cannot be tested under
static conditions. A variety of operating data was taken throughout the project to
test the effects of different variables on the response heard by the driver during
operation. This chapter outlines the testing methods used and includes key
findings from the three rounds of data.

3.1 Experimental Set Up for Round One
Many factors had to be considered when setting up the equipment to acquire
data during operation. Variables such as preload, testing surface, safe maximum
speed, structural paths and airborne paths all had to be chosen carefully. A data
acquisition unit made by LMS called a Scadas was used and had limited
channels available making it crucial to choose points that were responding during
operation.
The first thing considered was the problem of trying to capture what the driver
hears while they’re driving. There were no head pieces to hold a microphone
available on the market. To keep the acoustic response at the driver’s right ear
consistent, a special head set was made to hold a ¼” microphone an inch from
the right ear under a DOT approved BRP Modular2 snowmobile helmet. The
helmet had a cavity inside that permitted adequate room for the ears of the
operator. This vacancy allowed the microphone to avoid contact with both the
driver’s face and the side of the helmet. This set up allowed the response
measured inside of the helmet to be consistent from run to run. The head piece
can be seen in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Custom harness designed to hold a 1/4" microphone 1" from the operator's
right ear inside a snowmobile helmet

The testing surface was snow covered and groomed by the sponsor. The hard
packed surface allowed the safe completion of speed sweeps from 0 MPH to 70
MPH at half throttle. All testing was completed with two riders with a combined
preload of 330 lbs. The passenger operated the computer and data acquisition
system from a back pack worn backwards. An external battery was strapped in
the back to power the devices. Figure 14 show the placement of the Scadas and
computer.
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¼” Microphone inside Helmet

LMS Mobile Scadas

Figure 14: Operational test setup including an LMS Scadas DAQ, laptop and 1/4"
microphone

The test set up included a microphone at the ear of the passenger, one tri-axial
accelerometer on the steering column, two uni-axial accelerometers measuring
the +Y direction at the FLB and BLB and one uni-axial accelerometer measuring
the +Z direction attached to the rail next to guide wheel six referred to as the
skid. These points were targeted to gain insight into what were believed to be
sensitive airborne and structural paths. Figure 15 shows the locations where
accelerometers were attached to the snowmobile.
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Steering

BLB

FLB

Skid

Figure 15: Operational test setup including response measurement locations with respect
to the body of the sled

3.1.1 Data Acquired in Round One
Figure 16 shows the color map of the frequency spectrum of the driver’s
microphone for a speed sweep from 0 MPH to 70 MPH. Even though the RPMs
during each sweep wasn’t tracked for this first set of testing the track and engine
order still stood out in the spectrum.
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Figure 16: Driver microphone frequency spectrum colormap for the control rear
suspension configuration

The harmonics of the continuously variable transmission are seen in the
spectrum as the yellow lines that run closer to vertical through the sweep as
outlined by the first dotted line. The lines that run close to a 45 degree angle are
capturing the harmonics of the track engagement as outlined by the second
dotted line.
From Figure 16 it was hypothesized that the response heard by the driver at both
35 mph and 50 mph had contribution from the track rods. The spectrum began
approaching 100 dBA in the acoustic response between 285 Hz and 440 Hz. The
fact that these frequencies lit up during operation strengthens the connection
between the track rod contribution and its effect on the 225 Hz frequency of
interest.
To determine the effects of wheel spacing and staggering on the amount of
energy in the response at those locations, new holes were drilled in the rails and
each guide wheel was staggered equal distances from the others. This would
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cause the guide wheels to pass each stiffener rod a half of a second later than
the wheel located across from it. Figure 17 shows the colormap of the frequency
spectrum for the driver’s microphone of the staggered setup.
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Figure 17: Driver microphone frequency spectrum for the staggered rear suspension
configuration

The frequency of interest 315 Hz still lit up for this run but had changed in
intensity and frequency range. Instead of a band from 285 Hz to 440 Hz, the
large response was now located in from 285 Hz to 350 Hz. The staggering of the
guide wheels had reduced the amplitude of the response from 330 Hz to 450 Hz.
Comparison of Figure 16 and 17 show that staggering the guide wheels had
reduced the amplitude of the response. .
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3.2 Experimental Set Up for Round Two
An engine tachometer was not available for testing during the previous round of
operating data; therefore, no direct conclusions could be made about the track or
engine orders. Staggering the wheels reduced noise at the receiver but two other
sources could also be causing excessive noise including the power train and
driveshaft.
The power train involves four stroke firing events as well as various pumps. The
sponsor provided information that one pump in particular engages at 1.5 cycles
per second. Additionally, the teeth on the drive shaft grab the track creating
what’s referred to as track engagement. This engagement is based upon the
number of teeth on the driver sprocket. In the case of the original drive shaft
there were nine standard teeth. The prototype driver was made of a combination
of eight extroverted teeth and standard teeth. This difference in the number of
teeth is referred to when describing the harmonics of the system. In the case of
the original driver the track engagement order would be the 9th and in the case of
the prototype driver it would be the 8th.
A second set of operating data was collected using the same test setup as the
first round with the addition of the collection of the revolutions per minute (RPMs)
from the end of the drive shaft. The end of the driveshaft contains tiny teeth that
a sensor counts per revolution to calculate the speed read on the speedometer.
The testing location changed to a grass covered field as seen in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: Grass field testing location for acquiring operating data

Collecting the RPMs allowed the data to be processed with respect to specific
track and engine harmonics which are called orders. Figure 19 shows the
method by which the voltage signal was collected using the LMS Scadas during
each run.
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Speedometer wire
split and fed to the
RPM jack on the
LMS Scadas
recorder
Voltage
sensor on left
side of
driveshaft

Figure 19: Method used to collect speedometer voltage during operating data acquisition.

Speed sweeps were performed from 0 MPH to 50 MPH at half throttle. The
testing surface didn’t allow for safe speeds over 50 MPH.

3.2.1 Data Acquired in Round Two
The data was processed with respect to the track orders and engine orders
estimated from round one of testing. Even though the first set of data lacked the
direct measurement of the RPMs the software still allows tracking cursers to be
selected and set to an order of interest. When these cursers were applied to the
graphs the orders were changed until the curser lined up with the data. This
experimentation led to direct processing of the data taken in round two using a
feature of LMS called Offline RPM Extraction.
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This add-in in LMS Test.Lab was used to process the data with respect to the 1.5
and 9th orders. This software feature calculates RPM time traces from acquired
accelerometer or microphone data. Once the important orders are selected a
color map can be created for purposes of order analysis. Figure 20 shows the
process by which the raw time data from the microphone was processed in
Test.Lab.

Figure 20: LMS Test.Lab Offline RPM Extraction point picking to process raw time data
with respect to engine order

To determine at what RPM 0 MPH corresponded with and what RPM 50 MPH
corresponded with the trace measured from the speedometer was plotted as
seen in Figure 21.
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Figure 21: RPM trace identifying the lower and upper limits for a speed sweep from 0 MPH
to 50 MPH

The trace identifies 4365.54 RPM to 7000 RPM to be the conditions from idle to
50 MPH. An example of how one set of data was processed with respect to the
track order versus that same data being processed with respect to the power
train order can be seen in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: Comparison of post processing with respect to the engine orders (top) and the
track orders (bottom)

Figure 22 shows that when the data was processed with respect to the track, a
band between 215 Hz and 235 Hz approached 100 dBA. It also shows that the
engine related noise was not contributing to the frequencies of interest. Although
this demonstrates that the frequency of 225 Hz is sensitive to track engagement
related noise more needed to be understood about the properties of the
driveshaft. Collecting FRFs on the shaft would help identify if this response was
created by the track engagement or the drive shaft itself.

3.2.2 Collecting Drive Shaft FRFs
The second phase of testing led to questions concerning whether or not the
effects at the 225 Hz frequency were due to properties of the drive shaft or due to
the track engagement. In order to learn more about this system, FRFs were
measured between the shaft of the driveshaft and the track. The chosen
boundary conditions reflected those in operation meaning the shaft was within
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the chassis and preloaded with the track around it. More information about the
dynamic properties of the driveshaft within these boundary conditions was
needed to understand which variable was contributing. Figure 23 shows the
placement of the accelerometers and the locations that were impacted.

Input Location
1

Input Location
3 2
4
5
7

6

Figure 23: Accelerometer and impact locations used in FRF measurements of the drive
shaft

The shaft was impacted at two locations and responses were measured for
seven locations along. Space was restricted due to the boundary conditions only
allowing one direction to be impacted for each location. Responses were
measured in two direction perpendicular to the shaft.
Figure 24 shows the FRFs with responses in both the X and Z direction.
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Figure 24: FRF and coherence between hit location six and accelerometer six in the X and
Z directions (legend text too small)

This FRF comparison shows peaks aligning around 228 Hz. To further
understand what shape the shaft would have at this frequency the functions were
curve fit using both a frequency domain curvefitter and a time domain curvefitter.
A strong mode shape was indicated at 227 Hz.
After creating geometry for the drive shaft the mode shape was animated. A
screen shot of the shafts deflection is shown in Figure 25.
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Figure 25: Animation of shaft geometry at mode for 227 Hz

The frequency was very close to 225 Hz. This modal analysis was consistent
with the operating data acquired so far in concluding that the drive shaft was a
likely contender for transmission of energy during operation to the noise heard by
the driver. It was thought that the thin plastic sprockets were also flexing during
operation further contributing energy into the system. This led to the need to test
a different sprocket design in addition to multiple suspensions for the third round
of operating data.

3.3 Experimental Set Up for Round Three
Multiple elements had been identified as possible factors that were affecting the
frequencies of interest during operation including the drive shaft design, track
pitch, and guide wheel spacing. To better identify which were contributing more
than others to the responses felt by the receiver more operating data was
acquired to test these variables.
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The test set up used for acquiring operating data was kept the same as was used
in round two including all the accelerometer locations, RPM collection and
driver’s microphone location. Six different configurations were tested using speed
sweeps from 0 MPH to 40 MPH at half throttle. Table 4 shows the variables for
each set up. In between each configuration the track tension was set to the
calibration industry standard as shown in Figure 26.

98.1 N

30 mm

Figure 26: Testing method to check for proper track tension in the rear suspension

When a 98.1 Newton force is applied to the rubber track surface between the
bump stops the vertical drop must measure 30 mm. If the drop is not achieved
the rear guide wheel is adjusted either direction until the drop equals 30 mm.
Another variable changed with each configuration was the hyfax that lines the
bottom of the rails.
Three different suspension set-ups were tested amongst the other variables.
Figures 25, 26 and 27 show pictures of these three suspension and are labeled
as A, B and C.
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Table 4: Specifications of the variables tested in each run

Run

Susp

Diameter of
Upper Guide
Wheel
(Inches)

Track
Length
(inches)

Track
Pitch
(inches)

Number
of
Pitches

Drive
Shaft

Number
of Teeth
on Drave
Shaft

1

A

8

144

2.52

57

Baseline

9

2

B

8

144

2.52

57

Baseline

9

3

B

6 7/8

144

2.52

57

Baseline

9

4

B

8

146

2.86
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New

8

5

C

8

144

2.52

57

Baseline

9

6

A

8

144

2.52

57

Baseline

9

Suspension A is the baseline suspension from the original model as seen in
Figure 27. Suspension B is the same structure as suspension A accept it has two
less sets of inner guide wheels and the third set of guide wheels from the front as
seen in Figure 28. Suspension C is a completely different suspension off of a
different model and has a variety of different features including a gradual lift in
the front and rear, the rear arm is mounted approximately two inches further
forward than the baseline, special mounting bolt brackets to extend point BRB
and BLB back towards the rear of the sled and a different rail profile. Suspension
C can be seen in Figure 29.
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Figure 27: Suspension A, the baseline rear suspension configuration

Figure 28: Suspension B, same suspension as A with two less guide wheels
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Suspension B

Slight lift in back last

More gradual approach in

24”

front of the rail

Suspension C

Figure 29: Suspension C (lower) pictured with suspension B (upper)

A smaller upper guide wheel was tested in run three to determine its impact on
the frequency band of interest. The guide wheel size can be seen in Figure 30.

Prototype 6 7/8”

Baseline: 8”

Figure 30: Upper idler guide wheel comparison of baseline to test size
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For the fourth run the effects of the driveshaft design were tested. In round one
and two of testing the driveshaft had been identified as a component that would
reduce the noise at 225 Hz. To understand this further, a new prototype
driveshaft was created by the sponsor. The new shaft had different specifications
including eight sprocket teeth instead of nine and two large wide sprockets
instead of four separate thin sprockets. Both shafts shared the same hex shaft
design.

The prototype drive shaft was composed of both standard and

extroverted drivers versus only standard drivers on the original. The differences
can be seen in Figure 31.

Prototype

Baseline

Figure 31: New prototype driver and track pictured with the baseline driver and track
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3.3.1 Data Acquired in Round Three
Each run was completed twice and processed using the Offline RPM Extraction
tool discussed in section 3.2.1. There were no significant differences noted
between suspension A (the baseline) and suspension C. There were also no
significant differences noted between the upper guide wheel size and suspension
A to suspension B. The only significant noticeable reduction in response in the
spectrum was found in the fourth run. The variables tested in run four included
the impact of the new driver and track combination using suspension B. Figures
32 and 33 show run one and run four respectively.
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Figure 32: Microphone response of run one with suspension A and the baseline driver and
track.
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Figure 33: Microphone response for run four with suspension B, prototype driver and the
new track.

The comparison between the two circled regions of Figure 32 and 33 shows a
significant reduction in the response heard at the frequency of interest of 225 Hz.
The new driver and track shifted the noise out of the speeds range of 30 to 35
MPH.
Even though suspension C didn’t eliminate the noise it shifted it within the
spectrum to occur at lower operating speeds. Figure 34 shows the microphone
response for run five.
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Figure 34: Microphone auto power of run five with suspension C and baseline driver and
track.

One of the key differences found in suspension C is within the surface contact
with the ground. The front and rear rails are designed to lift slowly off of the
ground causing less track surface area in contact with the ground at any given
time. This reduction in possible input locations could be causing the noticeable
difference in the microphone response from the baseline.

3.3.2 Modal Analysis on the Snowmobile Track
The third round of operational data gave insight into what rear suspension
components contributed to the problem frequency of 225 Hz but did not yield
much insight into the other two frequencies of concern of 140 Hz and 315 Hz. A
modal analysis was performed on the track to determine what effects the
dynamic properties of a tight track stretched over the rear suspension could be
having on these frequencies.
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In order to duplicate boundary conditions of the rear suspension in the chassis
and preloaded with an operator, the test stand seen in Figure 35 was designed.

Figure 35: Rear suspension test set up for track modal analysis

The two steel fixtures were attached at location BLB, FLB, SL, BRB, FRB and SR
to mimic the position and exact location the chassis is fastened the suspension.
Cinder blocks were used to support the form of the shaft structure to mimic the
skis and front of the chassis. Two load cells were placed under the front and the
rear of the suspension to allow for a specific pre-load to be applied during testing.
To determine the preload, the snowmobile was placed on three scales and
preloaded with an operator weighing 200 lbs, a full gas tank and a specific track
tension. The scale locations and readings can be seen in Figure 36.
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Rear Scale: 218 lbs

Center Scale: 397 lbs

Ski Scale: 347 lbs

Figure 36: Locations of the scales used to determine preload

To set the preload bolts were tightened at points BLB, FLB, FRB and FLB. Once
proper loading was achieved the track was instrumented with accelerometers.
One tri-axial accelerometer was placed on the fixture next to BLB. Three
reference uni-axial accelerometers were placed on the track at various points for
a roving hammer modal analysis. A hammer with a hard white plastic tip was
used to rove to 39 track locations in the direction perpendicular to the track
surface. Figure 37 represents the geometry of the hit locations in reference to the
top faces of the exposed track in the test set up.
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Figure 37: Track modal roving hammer impact locations on the top surface of the track

Spatial resolution was lost around 150 Hz. The track modes were found to be
below the frequencies of interest. The low frequencies of these shapes indicated
that the track itself could be eliminated as a contributing factor during operation.

3.4 Key Findings from Phase Two
Of the frequencies of concern 225 Hz was shown to be the most sensitive to
track engagement related noise. A modal analysis of the drive shaft further
identified the shaft to have a mode shape at 228 Hz which was believed to be
causing the plastic discs to flex leading to the design of a prototype which greatly
reduced the response at 225 Hz.
In addition to the rubber boot added after phase one, the upper guide wheel
diameter was changed from the larger diameter of 8 inches to 6 7/8 inches. The
spectrum didn’t reflect any changes in amplitude based upon wheel diameter so
it was streamlined with other models within the sponsors’ product line.
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Chapter 4: Phase 3 Analytical Transfer Path Analyses
A multi-body model consists of interconnected rigid or flexible pieces used to
analyze the motion of a system. A true multi-body model of a snowmobile would
consist of very elaborate components and their measured properties. Variables
would span from types of bushings to the stiffness of the rubber. Because of the
complexity of building a multi-body model an abbreviated model was attempted.
This model included some of the common components that are adjusted to
improve path sensitivity with exception of the drive shaft as an input. The model
was driven by a position driver instead of a rotating drive shaft. This eliminated
the need for an elaborate rubber composite track to properly simulate the motion.
Factors such as guide wheel placement, track pitch and shock damping and
stiffness could be changed with ease to analyze the effects on the receiver. An
abbreviated model could be created more quickly and with testing costs and data
acquisition equipment.
Even though the drive shaft would not be represented in the abbreviated model it
was still believed it would be useful for testing other variables. This chapter
outlines the building of this model while attempting to run an analytical TPA.

4.0 Advantages of Analytical Methods
For this project LMS Virtual.Lab software was utilized to simulate the rear
suspension of a snowmobile. This is one of many software packages available
today capable of modeling interconnected bodies and simulating dynamic
behaviors.
A better understanding of the path sensitivities of the operational input forces into
the rear suspension of the test snowmobile was desired.

The prototype

driveshaft had a large impact on the frequency of concern of 225 Hz during the
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experimental portion of the project. This discovery demonstrated how crucial a
working prototype can be to the design of a machine.
Though this model won’t be capable of modeling the drive shaft, it can still allow
the manufacturer to test other important variables. Having a model of the system
that could accurately test high level variables before a prototype is built could
save time and money. This type of model would allow the manufacturers to test
multiple configurations before making changes or purchases saving them time
and money 6. The time and financial obligation of prototype testing makes
models like these effective methods to help ensure the viability of prototypes
ordered for experimental testing.
The rear suspension is comprised of various complex subsystems making an
abbreviated multi-body model a desirable approach for testing the effects of
changing a component in the system. Operating data was acquired using the
same test set-up discussed in section 3.1 to help build the model. The solutions
at the receiver points could be used to test the effects of changing guide wheel
locations, guide wheel material properties, spring rates, and damping. This would
allow for faster diagnosis of sound and vibration concerns and faster
implementation of solutions 6.

4.1 Key Features in the Software
The basic motion of bodies can be described through kinematics 9. In most
mechanical systems, components can be modeled as either flexible or rigid. The
bodies are linked together with connections that limit or allow relative motion
known as joints. Each body starts with an initial six degrees of freedom meaning
there are six possible directions it can move including translating in the X, Y or Z
direction or rotating about the X, Y or Z axes. By defining the joints between
bodies within the model the location in space at a given time can be defined
mathematically7. Each joint restricts various combinations of these six relative
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possibilities. Table 5 describes each of the joints used in the model and the
corresponding degree of freedom it allows 5.
Table 5: Common joints used to define relative motion between two bodies

Type of Joint

Rotations Translations
Allowed
Allowed

Degrees
of
Freedom

Feature Used to Define the
Joint

Bracket

0-6

0-6

0-6

Selecting an axis system
associated with each body

Planar

1

2

3

Selecting a plane associated
with each body

Spherical
(Ball &
Socket)

3

0

3

Selecting a point associated
with each body

Cylindrical

1

1

2

Selecting an axis system
associated with each body

Revolute
(Hinge)

1

0

1

Selecting an axis and plane
perpendicular to the axis of
each body

Translational

0

1

1

Selecting a line and plane
associated with each body

Universal

2

0

2

Selecting a line and point
associated with each body

4.2 Approach
Transfer path analysis was used to find the resulting forced based response at
the driver’s ear for each operational speed. Recalling Equation 1 from Section
1.1 the model yields a solution for a forced response of ܺ(߱). For this application
the transfer path analysis equation takes the form of Equation 3.0.
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{ܺ(߱)} = [})߱(ܨ{])߱(ܪ

Equation 3.0

Where:
ܺ(߱)݅ݎ݁ݒ݅݁ܿ݁ݎ ݄݁ݐ ݐܽ ݀ݎ݄ܽ݁ ݁ݏ݊ݏ݁ݎ ݄݁ݐ ݏԢݎܽ݁ ݐ݄݃݅ݎ ݏ
ݏ݁ܿ݊ܽ݀݁݉݅ ݀݁ݎ݅ݑݍܽ ݕ݈݈ܽݐ݉݁݅ݎ݁ݔ݁ ݕܾ ݀݁ݐ݊݁ݏ݁ݎ݁ݎ ݄ݐܽ ݄݁ݐ ݏ݅)߱(ܪ
݊݅ݏ݊݁ݏݑݏ ݎܽ݁ݎ ݄݁ݐ ݂ ݁ܿݎݑݏ ݀݁ݎ݅ݑݍܽ ݕ݈݈ܽݑݐݎ݅ݒ ݄݁ݐ ݏ݅)߱(ܨ
To use the software to solve for the solution of ܺ(߱) a collaborative approach of
virtually simulated forces and experimentally derived impedances was employed.
The model was used to solve for the FRFs of the rear suspension and
impedance measurements taken in the lab were used for the path. An example
of the forced response found using the DSP case in the simulated model can be
seen in Figure 38.

Figure 38: LMS Virtual.Lab solution from the DSP Case for FRB
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4.2.1 Impedance Measurements
Impedances were acquired experimentally using the chassis with the rear
suspension removed. To acquire )߱(ܪ, an impact hammer was used to excite
the six locations.
To accurately measure the sound pressure at the driver’s right ear an Aachen
head was fitted with a 1/4 inch microphone placed in the helmet harness as seen
in Figure 39. A snowmobile helmet was then fit over the head to better represent
the riding conditions during operation.

Figure 39: The Aachen head fitted with a custom microphone harness for the impedance
measurements

In order to limit impedance measurements to the structure of the snowmobile,
excluding the rear suspension, the red snowmobile was disassembled. The rear
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suspension was removed and the bumper was placed on two air bladders. The
front of the skis were left on the steel ground surface and left in place.
The chassis was instrumented with six tri-axial accelerometers as shown in
Figure 40. Unlike the test set-up for operating data the chassis was instrumented
on both sides to include both the left and right points SL, SR, FLB, FRB, BLB and
BRB.

SL

FLB

BLB

Figure 40: Test set up of the left side of the snowmobile for measuring the chassis
impedances

All six locations were measured and impacted in the X, Y and Z directions
yielding a complete impedance matrix for use in the forced based solution in the
model. As an example the measured sound pressure at the driver’s ear when
impacting the FLB is found in Figure 41.
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g/N
Log

1.00

F
F
F
140.00

1.00e-3
100.00

225.00
Hz

FRF FLB:+X/FLB:+X
FRF FLB:+Z/FLB:-Z
FRF FLB:+Y/FLB:-Y
315.00
400.00

Figure 41: Driving point impedance measurements in the X, Y and Z directions

4.3 Building the Model
The snowmobile was disassembled in the lab and each component was weighed
and measured. Instead of creating a flexible complex track model the
snowmobile track was simulated as the road surface. The road profile replicated
the inner surface of the rubber track by modeling bumps that represented the
fiberglass stiffener rods seen by the guide wheels as seen in Figure 42.
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0.118 in

0.118 in
0.039 in

0.039 in
Track pitch center to center
2 522.52
inches

inches

Figure 42: Schematic of the road profile modeled in LMS Virtual.Lab to simulate the
geometry of the fiberglass stiffener rods as sources of impact into the guide wheels

This approach to modeling the track was chosen to allow factors such as track
pitch to be easily changed without changing variables within a complex flexible
track model.
The motion workbench of LMS Virtual.Lab was used to create the model of the
rear suspension. Figure 43 shows the completed model.

Figure 43: Completed model of the rear suspension with simulated track ground

Each component modeled was named and drawn using the parts from the rear
suspension. The names of the drawn components can be seen in Figures 44, 45
and 46.
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Torsion Spring

Tunnel
Shaft B

Rear Pivot Shaft

Ski

Rear

Drive Shaft
Shaft A

Shaft C

Figure 44: Aerial view of the modeled suspension with component names

Front Shock Absorber

Rear Mass

Shaft Mass

Front Mass

Ski Spring
Front Pivot Arm

Wheel D

Wheel B

Rails

Figure 45: Side view of modeled suspension with component names
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Slider Bracket

Pull Rod

Rear Pivot Arm

Connecting Arm

Rear Shock Absorber

Figure 46: Isometric view of modeled suspension with component names

4.3.1 Limiting the Degrees of Freedom using Joints
The components were assembled relative to one another using 43 different
assembly joints to restrict various degrees of freedom. The joints were assigned
one connection at a time. After each component was added to the model, a
solution was computed and animated to ensure the joint behaved as expected. A
redundant constraint check was then performed using the automatically
generated information file after each solution. Table 6 shows the measured
masses of each component and the initial joint used to constrain it. Each joint
restricts different degrees of freedom. The final model has 40 bodies with a total
of twelve degrees of freedom.
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Table 6: Model components and their measured masses

Rear Axle

Mass
(kg)
0.0572

Bracket

Rear Pivot Arm

4.028

Translation/Spherical

Torsion Bar (Spring)

2.034

Cylindrical

Slider Bracket

0.312

Translation/Spherical

Rear Shock Absorber

1.545

N/A

Pull Rod

0.424

Cylindrical/Spherical

Connecting Arm

0.270

Spherical

Front Pivot Arm

3.697

Revolute

Front Shock Absorber

1.624

N/A

Guide Wheel B

0.358

Bracket

Guide Wheel A

0.526

Bracket

Guide Wheel D

0.321

Bracket

Rails

3.398

Revolute

Shaft A

0.468

Bracket

Shaft B

0.554

Revolute

Shaft C

0.423

Revolute

Rear Pivot Shaft

1.931

Revolute

Rear Axle

0.572

Bracket

Ski

0.871

Planar

Tunnel

0.00001

Cylindrical

Front Mass

90.151

Bracket

Rear Mass

49.600

Bracket

Shaft Mass

78.698

Bracket

Drive Shaft

4.716

Bracket

Component Name
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Primary Joint

4.3.2 Modeling Forces within the Rear Suspension
The rear suspension of the provided snowmobile contains one spring and
damper combination (named the rear shock absorber), four springs (named the
left ski, right ski, left torsion spring and right torsion spring) and one damper. The
dynamic properties used in the model are contained in Table 7.
Table 7: Elements modeled as forces in the model and their respective dynamic properties

Component Name
Torsion Spring
Rear Shock
Absorber
Front Shock
Absorber
Ski Spring

Force
Type
RSDA

Spring
Constant
(N/m)
126.05

TSDA 0.00000001

Damping
Coefficient
(Kg s)
0.00000001

Free
Length
(mm)
N/A

2,639

424

TSDA

27047

3,246.50

372.5

TSDA

100,159.80

0.00000001

281.7

There are three settings on the rear shock absorber that allow the user to adjust
the ride quality of the suspension. The middle setting was used for this model to
match the setting used during all operational testing. Values were provided by
the manufacturer for all constants and coefficients accept the spring constant for
the spring contained in the front shock absorber. The stiffness was found
experimentally using a strain indicator, a dial indicator and a fixture to compress
the spring. The initial height of the spring was set to 7 7/8” which matched the
initial length of the spring in the rear suspension during operation. To compress
the spring, two nuts were tightened at the top of the test fixture. The test set up
can be seen in Figure 47.
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Calibrated Load Cell

Dial Indicator

Figure 47: Test setup used to find the spring constant of the front shock absorber

A plot of the fourteen data points used to find the spring stiffness of 27047 Nm
can be seen in Figure 48.
1100.00

Newtons

1000.00

y = 27047x + 510.09

900.00
800.00
700.00
600.00
500.00
400.00
0

0.005

0.01

Meters

0.015

0.02

Figure 48: Stiffness measurement for spring in front shock absorber

4.3.3 Contact Constraints
To simulate the ground in the model a body was created named ground. This
was fixed to the universal ground within the model to show the direction gravity
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should act upon the final suspension during the animation of a solution. A
secondary ground was created called track ground that contained the fiberglass
stiffener rod profile seen in earlier in Figure 42. By overlaying these two extruded
bodies the abbreviated model becomes a possibility by allowing the skis to see
one surface and the guide wheels to see another.
The method chosen to create a contact constraint between the ski, ground and
the guide wheels was to model the point of contact as a sphere on the ski and a
surface that sphere couldn’t cross. This type of constraint is what tells the two
bodies that they cannot intersect one another and how much force they will
ே

exhort against one another. The very large stiffness of 2 e+011మ was applied
normal to both the contact sphere and the extrusion to ensure the sphere would
not cause a ski or guide wheel to dip below the ground.
Three spheres were placed under each ski and one sphere was placed on the
lowest point on the bottom of each of the guide wheels as seen in Figure 49.
Orange Profile
of hidden
ground is flat

Figure 49: Sphere elements modeled between the ski and flat ground surface

The skis were modeled to contact the ground component to simulate a perfectly
flat surface. In order to simulate the effects of the fiberglass stiffener rods
passing each guide wheel the contact spheres of each guide wheel were set to
contact the track ground profile as seen in Figure 50. The skis and guide wheels
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were modeled to contact different surfaces in order to better represent of
operating conditions. The guide wheels see the inner surface of the track and the
skis see the ground. For purposes of this project the ground was modeled as
perfectly flat to allow dynamic properties to be more clearly identified without
other sources such as ground imperfections impacting the data.

Orange Profile
of track ground
has the profile
of the track
rods

Figure 50: Spheres modeled between the guide wheels and the track ground surface

Each sphere was set up using a sphere radius and maximum penetration depth
of two millimeters. In both cases the orange line demonstrates the visualization of
the profile the sphere point will see during the solution. This ensures the skis
follow a flat profile and the guide wheels follow the rod profile.
To simulate the weight of the chassis with a preload of a 150 lb passenger three
point masses were attached to the rear suspension. Six components named
shaft mass left, shaft mass right, front mass left, front mass right, rear mess left
and rear mass right were attached to simulate the weight of the chassis and
driver. In a lab test, three scales were placed under the fully assembled
snowmobile with a 150 lb driver sitting on the seat. The front scale was placed
under the center of the skis and read 347 lbs, the second scale was under the
first front guide wheel and read 397.5 lbs and the last scale was placed on the
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rear axle with a reading of 218.7 lbs. Each weight was equally distributed
between each side and the six masses were applied as seen in Figure 51.

Shaft Mass Right
173.5 lbs

Front Mass Right
198.75 lbs

Rear Mass Right
109.35 lbs

Shaft Mass Left
173.5 lbs
Front Mass Left
198.75 lbs

Rear Mass Left
109.35 lbs

Figure 51: Locations of applied preloads to simulate chassis and driver

4.4 Solving the Model
To solve for the forced based response at the driver’s ear, multiple preliminary
solutions were found. Figure 52 shows the process to find the solutions in LMS
Virtual Lab.

Solved for
velocities of
20, 30, 40
and 50 mph

LMS Test.Lab
Impedances
)߱(ܪ
Experimentally Measured
Impedances

Analysis Case
Solution
Solves for Time
Histories from
0-5 seconds

DSP Case
)߱(ܨ
Takes Time Histories into
the Frequency Domain

FRF-Based
Forced Response
ܺ(߱)
Solves for forces
at FLB, FRB, BLB,
BRB, SR, SL and
Mic

Figure 52: Flow chart of the process used to solve for the responses at the receiver
locations
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The first solution tool used was an Analysis Case Solution set which found the
time histories of the rear suspension traveling forward at each given velocity. An
example time history for SL from the Analysis Case Solution can be seen in
Figure 54.

Figure 53: Time history for FRB at 20 mph from Analysis Case solution

To move the suspension forward at each velocity a One Body Position Driver
was attached to the center of Shaft A as seen in Figure 54.

Figure 54: Position of the One Body Position Drivers on shaft A
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This driver was set at each of the velocities and allows choices such as
acceleration time and deceleration time.
To find  )߱(ܨfrom the time histories a Digital Signal Processing Case (DSP
Case) was used to convert it to the frequency domain. Figures 55, 56 and 57
show the FRFs in the +Z direction for each velocity.

Figure 55: FRFs for BLB, BRB, FLB, FRB SL and SR at 20 mph
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Figure 56: FRFs for BLB, BRB, FLB, FRB, SL and SR at 30 mph
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Figure 57: FRFs for BLB, BRB, FLB, FRB, SL and SR at 50 mph

To solve for ܺ(߱) the impedance data was imported into the model. Using the
direct LMS Test.Lab project file allowed the point IDs SL, SR, FRB, FLB, BRB,
BLB and Mic to be imported. These impedances were then referred to as a
Transfer Function Set by the software.
To solve for the forced response and sound pressure a FRF-Based Forced
Response was used. This response was generated through the Noise and
Vibration module in LMS Virtual.Lab. This feature performs TPA using the results
of the DSP Case and the imported Transfer Function Set to solve for the
response at the receiver.
The forced based response for the driver’s ear at each velocity can be seen in
Figures 58, 59 and 60.
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Figure 58: Response at the driver's ear at 20 mph

Figure 59: Response at the driver's ear at 30 mph
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Figure 60: Response at the driver's ear at 50 mph

Parameters used to solve for each solution can be found in the Appendix.
Responses for point IDs SL, SR, FRB, FLB, BRB and BLB can be found in
Figures 61 and 63. For comparison the operating data for the same points at the
same velocities can be found in Figures 62 and 64.
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Figure 61: Forced response for SL, SR, FRB, FLB, BRB and BLB at 20 mph in the +Z
direction
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Figure 62: Operating data response for SL, SR, FRB, FLB, and BRB at 20 mph in the +Z
direction
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Figure 63: Forced response for SL, SR, FRB, FLB, BRB and BLB at 30 mph in the +Z
direction
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Figure 64: Operating data response for SL, SR, FRB, FLB, and BRB at 30 mph in the +Z
direction

4.4.1 Interpreting the Solutions and Key Findings from Phase
Three
Comparisons made in Figure’s 61, 62, 63 and 64 demonstrate that there were
some major differences between the measurements taken during operation and
the responses from the FRF-Force Based Response case in LMS Virtual.Lab.
The most noticeable difference is in the overall level of the responses. The
operating data is lower by at least an order of magnitude over the simulated data.
This comparison makes differences in peak frequencies more apparent.
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The operating data demonstrates the behavior that is expected at the three
frequencies of interest. The forced response does not indicate any peaks at any
key frequencies within the frequency range of 0 to 500 Hz. This variance
indicates that the model itself is not accurately simulating the mechanism.
There are a few variables to consider when trying to understand why the model
did not accurately represent the suspension including surface contact, exclusion
of the engine and clutches and material property assumptions. One area where
there could be error in the modeling of the surface contact is between the track
ground profile and the guide wheels. If the sphere to extruded contact points do
not follow each bump on the profile by maintaining 100% contact the simulation
will not represent what the guide wheels actually see on the inner face of the
composite track during operation. By losing contact with the inner track surface
the simulation might be missing stiffener rod inputs which would result in the key
peaks being absent from the spectrum.
Another area of possible variance is in the modeling of the skis and the front
suspension. The snowmobile contains an elaborate kinematic system in its front
suspension and modeling this as simple springs appears to be causing a coupled
rocking motion between the front and rear of the model during the animation.
This rocking hasn’t been shown to occur during operation and is believed to be
caused by the methods used to simulate it. Additionally the model was built using
impedances taken under static conditions. This test constraint leaves out any
input from the power train. There are a variety of cyclic and unique events
occurring within the engine and clutches throughout operation that are not
accounted for in the model.
The approach taken for this project of modeling the ground as the track surface
was pursued when full body solid models of the snowmobile were not
successfully obtained. Modeling the road surface to simulate the track was
hypothesized to be a faster, more efficient and simpler approach to testing
changed variables within the rear suspension.
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Comparisons between the operating data and the simulated data demonstrate
the need for future model changes including modeling the joint connections as
bushings with damping and stiffness values, creating a flexible track model that
fits properly around the rear suspension, modeling the complex mechanism of
the front suspension and more accurate modeling of the ground surface under
the skis.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Work
5.1 Conclusions for the Experimental Approach
Phase one identified four sensitive guide wheel paths to the four mounting bolt
locations along with excessive ringing of the center coil. Wheels 1, 2, 3 and 6
were found to have the most sensitive paths to the front and rear mounting bolts.
This makes these structural paths possible areas to target when making
inexpensive changes in attempts to reduce the amount of energy successfully
making to the receiver locations. It was also confirmed the tunnel portion of the
chassis acts like a speaker during operation which has the potential to attenuate
or amplify energy transferring through the FRB, BRB, FLB and BLB. This
identifies each areas to modify structurally in order to redirect or attenuate energy
within the system.
Phase two demonstrated the importance of identifying the energy paths through
the rear suspension for prototype design and showed that the drive shaft design
and track engagement contribute to the frequencies of interest. Driveshaft design
and guide wheel spacing proved to be two key factors that affected two of the
key frequencies of interest. Multiple rounds of operating data confirmed that
staggering the guide wheel locations was related to a noticeable reduction in the
response heard by the driver. This result was expected due to the fact that by
staggering the wheels each input from a track stiffener rod is offset by a fraction
of a second causing the energy to smear throughout the spectrum. The more
wheels that are offset the greater the reduction of amplitude.
The first round of operating data demonstrated the need to track the RPMs while
collecting operating data. The observation of harmonics in the spectrum led to
the second set of operating data which captured the RPMs. By acquiring the data
with respect to the RPM and using the Offline RPM Extraction tool it was
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confirmed that the 9th order significantly contributed to the second frequency of
interest at 225 Hz.
The baseline driveshaft had nine teeth and was believed to be a portion of the
problem at 225 Hz. To better understand how much the individual shaft itself was
contributing a modal analysis was done with boundary conditions that reflected
operation in the snowmobile to mimic operating conditions. This modal confirmed
suspicions and showed high modal density around 228 Hz. The contribution of
the driveshaft was tested using different prototypes to measure the effects. A
new driveshaft and track, different sized upper guide wheels and new staggered
guide wheel pattern were all tested. The only two that showed a noticeable
impact in the data at 225 Hz were run four and run five. Run four consisted of
suspension B with the new prototype driveshaft and track and run five consisted
of the alternate suspension C. The new driveshaft and track had a large effect on
the amplification of energy heard in the driver’s microphone while suspension C
shifted the energy through the spectrum.
It’s difficult to know if the changes in the spectrum observed in phase two were
due to the drive shaft or if they are a property of the system. It’s clear a rotating
component is amplifying the response but if it’s a property of the entire system, or
natural frequency of the system, changes the number of sprocket teeth will only
move the same amount of noise elsewhere in the spectrum.

5.2 Future Work for the Experimental Approach
In phase one the center coil was tightly taped and showed a desirable reduction
in the amplitude and duration of ringing in the rear suspension. Although the
design of the boot itself was already in production, more testing could be
conducted to test more variables such as material composition, boot stiffness, fit
and size.
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In addition to testing the boot variables the guide wheel placement, material
composition and joint material properties should be tested along the sensitive
paths found from wheel 1, 2, 3 and 6 to the suspension mounting bolt locations.
These were found to be the most sensitive structural paths and could be testing
with varying bushings and bearings to test the effects attenuating more energy
before the mounting bolt locations. These changes could be made with the
provided prototype snowmobile and would be fairly inexpensive.
Phase two tested multiple suspension variables including the drive shaft sprocket
design. With respect to the drive shaft’s effect on the frequency of 225 Hz more
testing will be needed in order to decouple where the energy in the response is
coming from. The conditions under which the prototype driver was tested
maintained the shaft design of the original drive shaft. This means it was
considered to be part of the rear suspension system and the only variable that
changed was the sprocket itself. The eight tooth sprocket driver caused the
energy to shift to a higher frequency within the spectrum. This observation
confirms that the amplified response was a product of the sprocket design but
does not conclude how the drive shaft design affects the system. A different shaft
design, which differs from the original, needs to be tested to draw conclusions
about the shaft designs role within the system.

5.3 Conclusions for the Analytical Approach
To gather data for the analytical model impedances were measured and
impacted at the six points of interest. This data was then used in transfer path
analysis of the energy at the six locations in conjunctions with FRFs found using
the model.
The model was built using the road profile to represent the fiberglass stiffener
rods in the molded track. This configuration would have allowed for easy
changes of the track pitch and the height of the bumps.
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The forced based response calculations ended up showing no relevant
information and were nothing that could lead to any conclusions. The way the
model was approached had a variety of limitations including a large front to rear
coupling that happened multiple times throughout the five second speed sweep.
When the data was compared side by side from the model to comparable
operating data the operating data was observed to be an order of magnitude
below the simulated data. Another difference was that the simulated data didn’t
indicate large responses at any of the key frequencies. It was concluded that the
simulation was not useful to understand properties of the system and further
model changes would be required.

5.4 Future Work for the Analytical Approach
With a model that completely incorporates the track condition using flexible
bodies it would be useful to the manufacturers. The way the model was
developed would have been an easy approach, without a lot of detail, to see the
effects of changing variables throughout the system. Because this approach did
not yield the desired outputs, it is recommended that this model be converted to
include the whole track.
LMS Virtual.Lab has multiple features that allow for complex flexible multi-body
models. Material properties such as dynamic stiffness and environmental
conditions like ambient air temperature can also be taken into considerations.
Although an abbreviated model would be more simple and efficient for some
varieties of testing having a more complex calibrated model could help deepen a
manufacturers understanding of how suspension components behaved in a
general sense.
The fully modeled multi body model would allow for effective modeling of bushing
and hardware stiffness. It’s possible the order of magnitude of difference in the
response could have resulted from the deficit of these variables in the
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abbreviated model. This lack of damping in the system would likely cause much
higher amplitudes even if the key frequencies didn’t show up.
The investment of time and energy to create a fully functioning muti-body model
would allow for a deeper understanding of the rear suspension of a snowmobile.
Even though the model would be specific to one make and model is has the
potential to gain insight into the system as a whole and could be utilized across
many manufacturers.
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Appendix
Figures 65 and 66 show the variables selected to solve the DSP Case for the
FRFs of the rear suspension traveling at each velocity using the portion of the
time history from 0.5 seconds to 5 seconds.

Figure 65: Processing variables used to calculate the FRFs in the DSP Case
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Figure 66: DSP Case settings to obtain FRFs from time histories in the Motion Results

Figures 67, and 68 show the variables used to create the FRF-Based Forced
Response in LMS Virtual.Lab.
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Figure 67: Selections to reproduce the FRF-Based Forced Response Case
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Figure 68: Selections to reproduce the FRF-Based Forced Response Solution

Table 8 shows the number used to calibrate the stiffness of the spring contained
in the front shock absorber.
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Table 8: Values from strain box and dial indicator used to fins the stiffness of the spring in
the front shock absorber

Inches

Meters

Strain

Box Newtons

Number (x)

(Strain*0.128236)

0.000

0

4003

513.33

0.031

0.000787

4176

535.51

0.061

0.001549

4310

552.70

0.095

0.002413

4477

574.11

0.164

0.004166

4839

620.53

0.187

0.00475

4964

636.56

0.258

0.006553

5349

685.93

0.309

0.007849

5609

719.28

0.380

0.009652

5995

768.77

0.391

0.009931

6058

776.85

0.483

0.012268

6576

843.28

0.553

0.014046

6953

891.62

0.629

0.015977

7365

944.46

0.757

0.019228

8040

1031.02
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